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Introduction 

 

 

 

Hollywood can be a ruthless place. One wrong step and an entire career can 

be squashed within the blink of an eye. Unfortunately, when bad behavior or 

questionable situations arise, a promising actor can destroy his or her future 

within the business.  

And with the celebrities listed below, they’ve all ended up on the blacklist for 

one reason or another, crushing their stardom and slowing down their 

growing momentum in the entertainment industry.  

From getting new Hollywood jobs to visiting a country, these celebs have all 

been banned or blacklisted for one reason or another – even a simple dress 

code can have the famous banned or highly scolded. Celebrities receive much 

ridicule and judgement. They must “please” many people.  Many celebrities 

ask themselves, “Is this all worth it?”  

Much of the talent that have been blacklisted seem to have possibly deserved 

the downfall, but others have definitely gotten screwed before they could 

restore their honor or reputation. 



Political statements, personal beliefs, life choices or (hard to work with) 

actions on set are also possible reasons for being blacklisted by executives. 

There are numerous ways to get banned in the world of show business. There 

are many eyes watching and listening. 

Hollywood is an interesting place, but very strange place. It depends on 

where your mind-set is before you arrive. It is where dreams are created, 

superstars are born, and many of today’s greatest movies are made. However, 

on the other hand, it can be a very ruthless place. The movie and television 

industries are very cut-throat. Hundreds of talented people are seeking a 

relatively small number of roles. There could be hundreds of people seeking 

one particular part in a movie or TV show. 

While there is no official Hollywood “blacklist” per se, there are a number of 

people whose careers are destroyed, and not because of a lack of talent. A 

famous celebrity is usually free to say whatever he/she wants as long as it fits 

the agenda of the powerful Hollywood executives. Certain political topics 

should remain quiet if you value your celebrity status and career.  

 

Unfortunately, you must go along to get along when it comes to Hollywood. 

The executives have become very authoritarian. Truly talented people are 

forced into silence or lose their celebrity status very quickly.  

 

“Obey your master or your huge paychecks and career will end 

quickly.” 

 

Some actresses had their careers ripped away as a result of turning down the 

unwanted advances from some of the most powerful men in Hollywood — a 

very disturbing realization for many of us.  

The Hollywood Blacklist came into being in 1947 when the House Committee 

on Un-American Activities (HUAC) began to summon certain Hollywood 

entertainment professionals on the suspicion that their work was communist 

inspired. Senator McCarthy knew that movies and TV would be an incredible 

vehicle to spread communist propaganda. He was nearly laughed into an 

early grave – however, it wasn’t until years later, was it proven to be true. 

 



 

 

There are various reasons a celebrity may receive the “boot” in Hollywood.  

The most popular reason is the belief system or opinions of a certain 

celebrity. Unfortunately, many talented people today are sometimes 

blacklisted if they say or follow a different agenda. 

Movie goers are become more and more disenchanted with Hollywood. Eyes 

are watching. Time will tell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



GOBS OF BLACKLISTED HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES 

 

Hollywood movies are primarily making movies for China. They must pass 

their strict criteria, or they will be censored in China. Hollywood depends on 

the revenue from China. China is one of the largest ticket buyers of movies. 

Most movies are made with China in mind.  

 

A good example of blacklisting an actor is Richard Gere. He was once a 

very respected, extremely popular and highly paid actor. Mr. Gere spoke too 

often (in public) about China’s human rights abuses. Now, Richard Gere has 

not made a full movie in many years! 

 

 
 

 

Inside this eBook are actors and actresses who have essentially been 

blacklisted or ignored by most of Hollywood. 

 

 
 



Amanda Bynes was once a young actress who had a promising career 

ahead of her until she decided to sabotage it herself. Back in 2010, Bynes 

started getting into trouble with the law after being involved in a series of 

mishaps while behind the wheel. Unfortunately, Byrnes had a substance 

addiction problem. And after several episodes of public breakdown, Bynes 

stopped working in Hollywood. 
 

 

You could argue that Shia Labeouf’s breakout moment was the time when 

he was cast to play Sam Witwicky in the 2007 Michael Bay film 

Transformers. In fact, from here, LaBeouf went on to pursue other film 

projects, including one opposite Hollywood superstar Brad Pitt. However, the 

actor also started to exhibit bizarre behavior. Today, the troubled star is still 

getting roles. 

 

Lindsay Lohan did incredibly well as a child star who played lead roles in 

several Disney movies. As she got older and evolved into a teen actress, 

however, Lohan became quite the controversial figure. For starters, she got in 

trouble with the law more than once. Moreover, she also allegedly became 

unprofessional towards work. Morgan Creek Productions CEO James G. 

Robinson even chastised the actress for acting “like a spoiled child” on the set 

of Georgia Rule. 

https://people.com/celebrity/lindsay-lohan-blasted-for-heavy-partying/


 
 

Corey Feldman was a rising star in the 80s thanks to his roles in The 

Goonies and Lost Boys, but he claims he was blacklisted for exposing the 

Hollywood paedophile ring that he was the victim of child abuse. 

His career had been in decline for years because of drug abuse that stemmed 

from the trauma of his abuse at the hands of several Hollywood figures, but 

until the New York Times’ exposé on Harvey Weinstein came out and the 

#MeToo movement expanded, his accusations had never been taken 

seriously. 

Even now, Feldman hasn’t enjoyed the same sort of acting offers as he did in 

his youth, but he is focused more on his advocacy on issues of child abuse, 

especially in the entertainment industry. 

 

Kirk Cameron got his introduction into Hollywood at a young age, as he was 

a child star and appeared in many different TV shows and films. He is best 

known for his role as Mike Seaver in the sitcom Growing Pains for seven 

seasons, but also appeared in movies Like Father Like Son and Listen to Me. 

However, Kirk Cameron is hardly known as an actor any more and more 

known these days for his radical Christian views. He speaks all day long about 

his beliefs towards religion, homosexuals, and more, which has led to him 

being essentially blacklisted from Hollywood.  



 

Whether he is doing interviews on TV shows or social media, Cameron 

cannot keep his religious views and beliefs to himself. 

 

 

A vocal supporter of Donald Trump’s presidency, actress and comedian 

Roseanne Barr is one of Hollywood’s most controversial figures but her 

outspoken political Twitter rants finally went a step too far in May 2018 when 

she wrote a racist tweet about Valerie Jarrett, a Senior Advisor to former 

President Barack Obama. Though Barr later deleted the tweet and issued an 

apology, ABC promptly canceled the Roseanne reboot the very same day, 

with the company’s president labeling her remarks,” abhorrent, repugnant 

and inconsistent with our values.”  

 

 
 

Vanessa Marquez had a recurring role on the hospital drama ER during 

the ‘90s playing Nurse Wendy Goldman and she alleges that George Clooney 

helped blacklist her after she spoke up about the harassment that was 

occurring on the set of the hit show. Clooney has denied the allegations. “I 

had nothing to do with casting”.  

 



 
 

Tara Subkoff was an up and coming actress in the ‘90s who had roles in 

movies like As Good as It Gets, All Over Me, and The Last Days of Disco.  

She was up for a part in one of Harvey Weinstein’s movies when he offered 

her the role at a premiere after party – and then he hit on her. According to 

her, after she rejected his advances, she found herself on Hollywood’s 

blacklist.  She was the subject of false gossip and she was labeled “too difficult 

to work with.” “It became impossible for me to get work as an actress after 

this, so I then had to start a new career path and started Imitation of Christ, a 

fashion and art label,” she told Variety. 

 

 
 

Harvey Weinstein reportedly had Mira Sorvino’s career derailed after she 

rejected his sexual advances. She told Ronan Farrow that she had rejected 

him on several occasions and had even reported his harassment to a female 

employee at Miramax and had then noticed that her career was suffering. 

“There may have been other factors, but I definitely felt iced out and that my 

rejection of Harvey had something to do with it,” she said. In December 2017, 

director Peter Jackson came forward and admitted that Weinstein had 



badmouthed Sorvino to him, telling him that she was a “nightmare” to work 

with and “should avoid [her] at all costs. 

 
 

Stacey Dash was famous for her role as Dionne in Clueless; however, in 

recent years she’s become more famous for her conservative views, which 

she’s claimed have gotten her blacklisted in Hollywood. “My acting 

opportunities have ceased because of my political beliefs. I’m being 

persecuted in Hollywood. I’ve been blacklisted.  

 

My agents have dropped me. I haven’t auditioned in over a year because of 

my beliefs and what I stand for. But I know that this is what God wants me to 

do. And so, with that I will stand, and I will do it, because I know that what 

God wants for me no man will keep from me,” she told CNSNews.com. 
 

 
 

Ashley Judd found herself blacklisted in Hollywood after she refused 

Harvey Weinstein’s sexual advances. In December 2017, director Peter 

Jackson confirmed that Weinstein had Judd blacklisted.  

 



He had been told by Weinstein when he was casting for the Lord of the 

Rings trilogy that she was a “nightmare” to work with and should be avoided 

“at all costs,” so Jackson removed her name from the casting list.  

 

In May 2018, Judd filed a defamation suit against Weinstein, saying that he 

damaged her career by spreading lies about her in Hollywood. A trial is set 

for 2020. 

 

 
 

Brendan Fraser claimed that he was blacklisted from Hollywood after he 

was sexually assaulted by former Hollywood Foreign Press Association 

(HFPA) president, Phillip Berk. According to Fraser, the assault occurred 

when he offered to shake hands with Berk. “His left hand reaches 

around, grabs my ass cheek, and one of his fingers touches me in 

the taint, and he starts moving it around… I felt ill. I felt like a little kid I 

thought I was going to cry.” The encounter made him retreat from the 

spotlight but, at exactly the same time, offers for major roles suddenly 

stopped being offered to him. 

 



 

A decade ago, Thora Birch was a promising young actress with a career on 

the rise. She received glowing reviews for her performance in the Academy 

Award-nominated film American Beauty and she had received a Golden 

Globe nomination for her role in Ghost World. Nowadays, that once-

promising career has completely vanished.  She’s no longer on the A-list – or 

even the C-list for that matter. She thinks that she’s been kicked out of 

Hollywood because of her difficult behavior. “I pissed a lot of people off over 

a long period of time and they found a way to upset me, hoping that upset 

would bring a change in my behavior. Like a distancing…But I’m done, I’m 

done. People wanted me to be not fine.  

 

 

Actors and actresses are just like us, they get tired of working and can 

sometimes have a hard time even getting work. Although, it truly is a shame 

when one of your favorite celebrities doesn’t appear on screen anymore.  

Justin Bieber began his career in music. Shortly after getting a number of 

songs on the Top 40 lists, he moved to acting. Unfortunately, his erratic 

behavior kept him from landing any more roles. 

 

After the movie, though, she seemed to have been blacklisted from working 

in Hollywood. Apparently, she was extremely difficult to work with.  



Mo’nique claims that she was “blackballed” from Hollywood after she won 

the Best Supporting Actress Oscar for her performance in Precious.  

 

 ‘Mo’Nique, you’ve been blackballed.’ And I said, ‘I’ve been blackballed? Why 

have I been blackballed?’ And he said, “Because you didn’t play the game.’ 

And I said, ‘Well, what game is that?’ And he gave me no response.” 

 

However, Mo’Nique’s biggest break came in 2009, when her role-playing an 

abusive mother in Lee Daniel’s film Precious earned critical praise and an 

Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress. However, since her big win 

for Precious, Mo’Nique’s film and TV roles have largely dried up and the 

actress claimed in a 2015 interview with the Hollywood Reporter that it 

was because of how she handled the 2010 Oscar campaign for Precious. 

 

According to Mo’Nique, Precious director Lee Daniels confirmed as much to 

her in a phone call, stating that Hollywood had blackballed her because she 

“didn’t play the game.”  

 

 

There is no doubt that Mel Gibson is talented. However, after being pulled 

over for drunk driving and going on anti-Semitic rants, directors and 

producers refused to work with the troubled actor. While he made a 

triumphant return as a director with Hacksaw Ridge in 2016, Mel Gibson is 

still largely blacklisted from Hollywood screens.  

 

I doubt we see him act that much at all going forward. Gibson was a very 

successful and popular actor and director throughout the 80s, 90s, and 

2000s. However, Gibson had some very public “melt downs” that damaged 

his career beyond recognition.  

 

After a drunk driving incident, he went on a giant anti-Semitic rant, which 

made huge headlines all over the world. It has been over a decade since the 

incident and some fans have forgiven him. But many people, especially the 

Hollywood elite, will never forget the things he has said and done. 

 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/monique-i-was-blackballed-winning-774616


 

Charlie Sheen was best known for his role on Two and a Half 

Men. However, it was his abuse of drugs and alcohol that led to his downfall 

in the industry. He was even fired and killed off on the show. Charlie 

Sheen was once one of the highest paid TV actors in Hollywood, but he hasn’t 

worked steadily since 2014 when he was the star of the sitcom, Anger 

Management. Recently, he claimed that he has been blacklisted from 

Hollywood.  

 

This was revealed when he filed a request to reduce his child support 

payments to his ex-wives, Denise Richards and Brooke Mueller. In the court 

documents, he alleged that he’s been unable to secure steady work and has 

“been blacklisted from many aspects of the entertainment 

industry.” While he didn’t go into any detail about this, it could possibly be 

due to the erratic behavior he was exhibiting in 2011 when he was fired 

from Two and a Half Men. 

 

 
 

Katherine Heigl held many important roles throughout her career. While 

she is extremely talented, she has a reputation for being very hard to work 

with. So, directors stopped giving her roles. Several years ago, Katherine 

Heigl was a sought-after actress, but not anymore.  

 

Word on the street is that she is really difficult on set and people in 

Hollywood talk. Insiders on the set of Life as We Know It described her as a 

pain. “She can cost you time every single day of shooting,” the source said. 

“Wardrobe issues, not getting out of the trailer, questioning the script every 

single day.” Her reputation is so bad that many people in 



Hollywood won’t even consider her for roles – she’s just not worth 

it. It still remains to be seen if she can actually repair all of the bridges that 

she burned. 

 

 

Dorothy Parker wrote incredible screenplays during the 1930’s and 40’s. Her 

most prominent work was with Alfred Hitchcock. After World War II, she 

was accused of being a Communist and was blacklisted from the film 

industry. It is a little different today. If you do not have a communist 

viewpoint, then your career is at risk. Silence is key in Hollywood.  

 

Vince Vaughn is known as Hollywood’s funny man, but that’s just about it. 

While he excels in comedies, that’s about all he can do. Nobody will hire him 

for anything but a comedic role.  

 

Jim Caviezel’s most prominent and last role was Jesus in The Passion of 

the Christ. While the movie was powerful, he received a lot of backlash for 

acting in it and hasn’t been offered a role since.  

 



Jim Caviezel believes that Hollywood blacklisted him after he took the lead 

role in The Passion of the Christ. Before he took the role, he was a rising star; 

however, after starring in the controversial film, he has been shunned by the 

film industry.  Mel Gibson even warned him. You may never work again.’  

 

I have to carry my own cross. If we don’t carry our crosses, we are going to be 

crushed under the weight of it. So, let’s go and do it.’ And we began with the 

film,” he recalled. Gibson proved to be right – the film was slammed for 

being anti-Semitic.  Since then, roles for Caviezel have been hard to come by; 

however, he has no regrets.  

 

 

Tippi Hedren has had a long and successful career as a model and actress. 

Her best-known role was in The Birds. Unfortunately, working with Alfred 

Hitchcock caused many issues, especially when he froze her contract for 

years. This resulted in her quitting acting altogether.  

Tippi Hedren started her career as a fashion model in her early twenties but 

got her big break in Hollywood after being discovered by filmmaker Alfred 

Hitchcock. Hedren would go on to star in two of Hitchcock’s films – the 

suspense thriller The Birds (1963) and the psychological 

drama Marnie (1964) – but relations between the pair soon turned ugly. 

 

Hitchcock reportedly made a number of sexual advances towards Hedren, 

who promptly turned him down and told the filmmaker that Marnie would 

be their last film together.  

 

An enraged Hitchcock threatened to ruin her career and refused to release 

Hedren from her contract and prevented her from getting work for two years 

before finally selling the contract in 1966. Fortunately, Hedren’s acting career 

eventually recovered and she later became a vocal animal rights activist as 

well. 

 



 

Cee-Lo Green earned his fame with his hit song “F- You.” He had a role as a 

judge on The Voice and was in talks of having his own show. That all went 

down the drain when he was recorded going on a rant about homosexuality. 

Cee-Lo Green got his start as a musical act and has been in the industry since 

the mid-1990s.  

 

However, it wasn’t until his hit song “F**k You” came out in 2010, which 

peaked at No. 2 on the Billboard charts, that he became more of a household 

name. Green parlayed this success into being a judge on The Voice and 

getting his own TV show.  

 

However, some very insensitive tweets on the topic of rape and homophobia 

led him to essentially be blacklisted completely. He lost his TV show, his spot 

on The Voice, and even many of his scheduled concert gigs didn’t want him to 

show up anymore. The things he said won’t soon be forgiven, so don’t expect 

to see him back in Hollywood anytime soon. 

 

 

Thanks to his expressing homophobic ideas, Isaiah Washington hasn’t 

been able to land a role since his suspension from Grey’s Anatomy. He had 

called a costar a homophobic slur that hurt his career forever.  



 

Isaiah Washington found himself on Hollywood’s blacklist after he made 

some homophobic comments at the 2007 Golden Globe Awards. He was 

already on thin ice because it wasn’t the first time that he had been openly 

homophobic – a year earlier, he had insulted T.R. Knight, his co-star 

on Grey’s Anatomy, with a homophobic slur.  

 

Even though Washington was put into “executive counseling” after the 

Globes incident, it was soon decided that his contract would not be renewed 

and that he would be fired. “After the incident at the Golden Globes, 

everything just fell apart. I lost everything. I couldn’t afford to have an 

agent…I couldn’t afford to have a publicist…I couldn’t afford to continue,” he 

said.  

 

The former television star has found a way to continue – by starring in B-list 

movies; however, he still hasn’t quite recovered from being fired from Grey’s 

Anatomy. “I don’t worry about whether or not the stories I tell will destroy 

my acting career because, you can’t take away something that doesn’t exist. 

They killed the actor (in me) on June 7, 2007,” he told I Am Entertainment 

magazine in 2014. 

 

 

Sondra Locke starred in multiple movies in the 1960’s. It was when she 

and Clint Eastwood broke up that her career went downhill. People believe 

that Eastwood’s prominence in Hollywood was the cause of it. After Clint 

Eastwood dumped Sondra Locke back in 1989, she found herself blacklisted 

by all of Hollywood’s major studios. This lasted for a decade. Before the 

breakup, she had quite the career.  

She had an Oscar nomination under her belt, had starred in six of his films 

and she was a budding director. Her breakup with the legendary director was 

messy. She arrived home one day to find that he had changed the locks on 



their shared home and had put her stuff in storage. In response, she filed a 

palimony suit against him. In 1990, they reached an agreement. Eastwood set 

up a development/directing pact for her at Warner Bros. in exchange for her 

dropping the suit. Five years later, they were back in court. She alleged that 

he had compensated Warner Bros. to keep her out of work because they had 

rejected all of the 30 projects that she had proposed and didn’t give her any 

of their in-house projects. When he realized that the jury was going to side 

with Locke, he settled with her for an undisclosed amount. Her career wasn’t 

magically resurrected; however, it sent a message out in Hollywood that 

powerful people can’t abuse their power. 

 

Stacey Dash earned her fame as an actress and talk show host. At first, she 

came off as a Democrat until President Obama came into office. She was fired 

from Fox News for being too racist and homophobic. Now she sticks to 

sharing her views on social media. 

 

It takes a lot of courage to stand up to an abuser. Rose McGowan was one 

of the first women to accuse Harvey Weinstein of sexual assault. 

Unfortunately, Weinstein had McGowan blacklisted in Hollywood after her 

accusations.  Rose McGowan – who is best known for her role on the WB 

drama Charmed – has claimed that Harvey Weinstein had her blacklisted 

from Hollywood. In the late ‘90s, he reportedly raped her and, although she 

didn’t press charges, she did reach a settlement with him for $100,000.  

 



Since then, she’s found herself on the blacklist. Filmmaker Robert Rodriguez 

confirmed this. He tried to get her off the blacklist by offering a part in his 

movie Grindhouse (which he was working on for a division of Weinstein 

Company). Even though the film received great reviews from critics, it ended 

up tanking at the box office after Weinstein had it “buried.” 

 

 

“Beyonce” - Even Queen Bey has been blacklisted. However, it isn’t how you 

would think. Two of her songs are permanently banned by the Chinese 

government. Even Malaysia refused to let her come into the country because 

she didn’t respect the dress code for women. 

 

Venessa Williams. The former Miss America winner was banned from 

Hollywood when nude photos of her were leaked. The organization stripped 

her of the prominent title. However, she was able to make a comeback when 

she released a song. 

 



Martin Lawrence is problematic in many ways. However, it was when he 

interrupted SNL to preach about feminine hygiene that he was banned from 

the show forever. He will also make an occasional homophobic comment 

here and there. 

 

Dixie Chicks member Natalie Maines received a lot of backlash when she 

spoke out on national TV about President George W. Bush invading Iraq. 

Luckily the band itself wasn’t blacklisted, but she received a lot of hate and 

criticism. 

 

Just like Lena Horne, Lloyd Bridges was blacklisted from working in 

Hollywood for being accused of having Communist ties. It took him a decade 

to finally clear his name. 

 

Actress Josephine Baker was caught up in the anti-Communist movement 

in the US. It was her rumored ties that led to the downfall of her career. 

Thankfully she had French citizenship and lived there when she wasn’t 

allowed back into the US. 



 

Snoop Dog has a reputation for smoking a ton of weed. He smokes so much 

of it that he has been banned from entering certain countries. For example, 

he is not allowed in Norway because he tried to bring weed into the country. 

 

Orson Welles is responsible for the creation of one of the best movies 

known to Hollywood, Citizen Kane. However, many people had issues with 

the plot and the FBI even opened an investigation into Welles and his ties 

with the Communist party. 

 

Katharine Hepburn may have never been blacklisted, but she was 

threatened and intimidated by the House Un-American Activities Committee. 

They had held her captive and tried their best to scare her from making any 

more movies. 



 

Charlie Chaplin wasn’t allowed to come to America for quite a while when 

the FBI was investigating his support of charities. Later, they concluded that 

it was only a suspicion and he did nothing wrong. 

 

Writer Arthur Miller was arrested after publishing The Crucible, a play 

based on the 1600’s witch hunt in Salem. However, he took inspiration from 

the Cold War and the Red Scare. 

 

 

Even America’s favorite comedian was questioned during the Red Scare by 

the HUAC. Lucille Ball’s career could have ended quickly if her interviewer 

wasn’t such a fan of, I Love Lucy. 



 
DISNEY MEMES THAT ARE TOO RELATABLE 

Lena Horne - Despite her talent, beauty and fame in Hollywood, singer and 
actress, Lena Horne was no stranger to racism and discrimination. Her 
experience inspired her to become politically active, and many of the 
organizations she attended happened to include members who were radical 
leftists and Communists. 

The FBI took notice and had her blacklisted from Hollywood, forcing her to 
spend a number of years touring as a nightclub singer to make a living. 
Determined to get her life and career back on track, Horne publicly denied 
she was affiliated with the Communist Party and wrote a series of letters to 
important individuals in Hollywood denouncing its ideology.  
 
Eventually, she was able to return to film and television and also produced 
hit records. Still, her taste for politics was not so easily intimidated. When the 
Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s emerged, Horne was a prominent 
supporter of the cause. 

  

https://thedesigninspiration.com/news/trending/disney-memes-that-are-too-relatable/
https://thedesigninspiration.com/news/trending/disney-memes-that-are-too-relatable/


Celebrities Who Mysteriously Vanished 

 

 
 

Being famous can be exciting and detrimental at the same time. There is the 

fame, the money, the access to anything and everything. It is no wonder that 

so many people dream of being on the big screen or entertaining in arenas 

packed full of people. With this in mind, life in the public eye can be 

exhausting, frustrating, depressing and almost threatening. 

Hollywood has crushed plenty of dreams. This is why some people walk 

away. Here are several CELEBRITIES who were very fortunate to make it 

big… but then they made the difficult choice to say “Good-Bye” to all of it. 

 

 

Known for his role as the reviled King Joffrey on Game of Thrones, actor 

Jack Gleeson grew to dislike the business side of acting and left to finish his 

education. 



 

A few years after her well-publicized meltdown, former Nickelodeon star 

Amanda Bynes announced that she was leaving show business altogether 

to pursue education and career in fashion. 

 

 

Kenan and Kel star Kel Mitchell left Hollywood after falling out with his 

former co-star and instead chose to focus on raising his family and helping 

out with his church. 



 

In 2003, after his role in The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, 

former James Bond star Sean Connery announced his retirement from 

acting.  

 

After he and his siblings dissolved their band, “The Jonas Brothers,” Kevin 

Jonas got married and started his own contracting company. 

 



 

Veteran actor Gene Hackman retired from show business after the 2004 

film Welcome to Mooseport. Since his retirement, Hackman has authored a 

number of novels. 

 

. At age 36, and at the height of her fame, three-time Academy Award 

nominated actress Greta Garbo left Hollywood after being labelled “box-

office poison” following her film Two-Faced Woman. 

 



 

Jonathan Taylor Thomas rose to fame playing Tim Allen’s son on the 

prime time hit Home Improvement. After the series wrapped, he pursued an 

education at Harvard and then Columbia. 

 

Phoebe Cates rose to stardom after her performance in Fast Times at 

Ridgemont High. She later married actor Kevin Kline and left Hollywood to 

focus on her family. 

 

 



Comic actor Rick Moranis was well-known for his appearances in films 

like Ghostbusters and Little Shop of Horrors, but after his wife died in 1991, 

he left acting to raise his children. 

 

As a child, Shirley Temple was the biggest box-office draw in the country 

during the Great Depression. Her star power didn’t last though, and after a 

making a few flops as an adult actress, Temple retired from show business for 

good. 

 

 

Stand-up comic and actor Dave Chappelle had a massive success 

with Chappelle’s Show, but he walked away from it after feeling he and his 

work were being misunderstood. Lately he’s begun doing stand-up again, but 

he hasn’t returned to the screen. 



 

Saved by the Bell actress Lark Voorhies more or less disappeared after the 

end of the show. After more than a decade out of the spotlight, mostly spent 

painting, she has recently started appearing at various premieres and red-

carpet events. 

 

 

Karyn Parsons is best known for her role as Hillary on The Fresh Prince of 

Bel-Air, but she hasn’t done film or television work for nearly 10 years. 

Instead she devotes her time to her charity Sweet Blackberry, geared toward 

teaching children about important unsung heroes in black history. 

 



 

Geena Davis was once a huge box-office draw starring in films like A 

League of Their Own and Thelma and Louise. Recently, she has focused her 

energy on social activism for gender equality in media rather than acting, 

though she still takes the occasional role. 

 

 

Mara Wilson rose to fame in movies like Mrs. Doubtfire and Matilda, but 

she quit acting in 2000 due to frustration with the film-making process and 

to have a more normal childhood.  

 



 

By age 12 Macaulay Culkin was the most successful child actor of all time. 

The Home Alone star won emancipation from his parents at 13 and mostly 

retired from acting at 14. He has occasionally appeared in films since, but 

mostly stays out of the spotlight. 

 

 

Renée Zellweger was Hollywood royalty after movies like Bridget Jones’ 

Diary and Chicago, but the actress hasn’t appeared in a film since 2010. The 

rumor is that there will be a third Bridget Jones movie, so we may see more 

of her yet. 



 

Ariana Richards is best known for playing Lex Murphy in Jurassic 

Park. She appeared on various television programs throughout the 90s, then 

left Hollywood for an acclaimed career as a painter. 

 

 

Robert Blake began acting as a child in 1939 and enjoyed a long career in 

Hollywood until 2001 when he quit the business after being accused of 

murdering his wife, Bonnie Lee Bakley.  



 

Freddie Prinze Jr. was a teen star and appeared alongside his wife Sarah 

Michelle Gellar in the successful Scooby-Doo movies but retired from acting 

in 2009 after becoming disillusioned by the business.  

 

 

Known for her roles in the Austin Powers series and the 

film Bedazzled, actress and model Elizabeth Hurley left show business and 

moved to the English countryside to raise her son. 

 

 



Twin actors Dylan and Cole Sprouse were hugely successful Disney 

Channel stars, but when the network shot down a series they pitched, the two 

decided to call it a day and attend NYU instead. 

 

 

Meg Ryan was one of the most successful actresses of the 1990s with hits 

like When Harry Met Sally and Sleepless in Seattle, but after a messy divorce 

from Dennis Quaid soured her on life in the public eye, the actress chose to 

leave Hollywood behind. 

 

 

Cary Grant had a celebrated career and starred in classic films 

like Bringing Up Baby and North by Northwest, but he chose to retire in the 

mid-60s following the birth of his daughter. 



 

Few people leave Hollywood for as interesting a reason as Grace Kelly did. 

At the peak of her hugely successful career, she married royalty and retired 

from acting to pursue her duties as Princess Grace of Monaco. 

 

 

One of the 1980s most critically and commercially successful actresses, 

Debra Winger left Hollywood in 1996 to focus on her family and to return 

to theater acting.  

 



 

Josh Saviano played Paul Pfeiffer on the hit show The Wonder Years in the 

90s but disappeared after the series ended. There was rumor circulating that 

he grew up to be Marilyn Manson, but in fact Saviano went to school and 

became a lawyer. 

 

 

Taylor Momsen shot to fame in her role as Jenny Humphrey on Gossip 

Girl, but after leaving the show, Momsen gave up acting to front her rock 

band “The Pretty Reckless.” 



 

Craig Kilborn preceded Jon Stewart as host of The Daily Show and 

anchored The Late Late Show before leaving in 2004. Since then he’s 

maintained a low profile, popping up occasionally for bit parts in friends’ film 

and television projects. 

 

 

Actor Randy Quaid, who is most widely known for his role as Cousin Eddie 

in the National Lampoon's Vacation franchise, has vanished and totally out of 

the limelight, but he recently resurfaced and is barely recognizable in photos.  

The grey-bearded actor sported a pair of camo pants and a grey t-shirt, but 

somehow looks very different. His wife Evi was also with him. 

The Quaids have experienced some legal trouble throughout the years, mostly 

related to the attempts to be granted Canadian citizenship. Ultimately, the 

country granted Evi's request, but not Quaid's. The couple has been living in 

secrecy for several years. 



Child Stars Grew Up and  

Disappeared from Hollywood? 

 

 
Sean O'Neal, 'Clarissa Explains It All' (1991-1994) 

 
 

According to the actor's website, O'Neal was approached to join a boy band 

formed in Florida following his days as Clarissa's best friend Sam on the 

Nickelodeon series. Though his recent credits only include a small role in a 

TV series called Development Hell, O'Neal's website indicates that he's still 

stepping into audition rooms. Hopefully sans the ladder this time. 

 

Ron Lester, 'Popular' (1999-2001) 

 
 

A lot has changed since Ryan Murphy failed to keep his beloved first series on 

air. The creator has since gone on to become a TV juggernaut and one 

of Popular's stars, Lester, has undergone a shocking transformation thanks 

to duodenal switch surgery. Unfortunately, Lester hasn't been able to 

replicate his pre-surgery success, but his weight loss led to a motivational 



radio series. So, losers can be winners. 

 

Erik Per Sullivan, 'Malcolm in the Middle' (2000-2006) 

 
 

Following his busy youth — during which the cherub-esque actor juggled a 

sitcom with roles in films like Joe Dirt, Unfaithful, and Finding Nemo — 

Sullivan is at last allowing himself to act his age.  

 

The actor, who also received a James Joyce Award following Malcolm's run, 

is currently attending the University of Southern California. Did we expect 

anything less from Malcolm's young genius? 

 

 

Christie Abbott, 'Wishbone' (1995-1999) 

 
 

Abbott might have worked like a dog (heh) in the mid-'90s, appearing in 50 

episodes of the pup-centric PBS series. But the actress only has a few post-

Wishbone credits, including bit parts in Walker, Texas Ranger, Dr. T and the 

Women, and Buffy the Vampire Slayer. The good news? Girl looks doggone 

good. 

 

Lark Voorhies, 'Saved by the Bell' (1989-1993) 



 
 

Delivering Saved By the Bell's cheese paid off for Voorhies, who played Lisa 

Turtle on the hit series — the actress parlayed the gig into a respectable soap 

opera career, nabbing roles on Days of Our Lives and The Bold and the 

Beautiful. But, in the late '90s, after appearing in music videos like Boyz II 

Men's "On Bended Knee," Voorhies dropped out of acting and formed her 

own production company.  

 

Malcolm David Kelley, 'Lost' (2004-2010) 

 
 

Young Walt might have gotten too old to remain on Lost — strange things 

might have happened on the Island, but not sudden growth spurts, 

apparently — but Kelley was still young enough to score a role on 

TeenNick's Gigantic in 2010.  

 

Following the show's wrap, Kelley re-teamed with co-star to form Columbia 

Records-backed singing duo MTKO. 

 

Monica Keena, 'Dawson's Creek' (1998-1999) 



 
 

Keena — who began her career as a sweet child star in films like While You 

Were Sleeping — found fame for being nasty in projects like Dawson's Creek, 

in which she played the much-hated Abby Morgan.  

 

She parlayed the role into parts in Undeclared and Entourage but has since 

gained more notoriety for dating fellow former child star Edward Furlong, 

who was arrested numerous times for domestic violence during their 

courtship. 

 

David Lascher, 'Hey Dude' (1989-1991) 

 
 

Hey dude, where've you been? Though Lascher had no trouble finding roles 

in the '90s — he starred in TV series like Blossom, Clueless, and Sabrina, the 

Teenage Witch — the actor has only appeared in a handful of TV movies since 

the early 2000s.  

 

Seems he's making more time for his personal life — based on his Twitter and 

Facebook, Lascher simply enjoys spending his days with his two daughters 

with wife Jill London. 

 

Senta Moses, 'Beakman's World' (1995-1997) 



 
 

Seeing Moses' resumé, it's shocking she's still best known for playing 

Beakman's lab assistant, Phoebe. The actress has starred in Sister, 

Sister, General Hospital, and Greek. But it seems even Moses is nostalgic for 

her days on Beakman's — the actress, whose most recent credit was an 

episode of Rizzoli & Isles.  

 

Ross Hull, 'Are You Afraid of the Dark?' (1991-1996) 

 
 

After nabbing starring roles stateside in Ready or Not and Student Bodies, 

Hull found that his future was much sunnier in his native Canada, where he 

began work in the mid-2000s as a weatherman. Currently, Hull works as a 

weather anchor on CBC Ottawa, proving he belonged on the small screen 

after all, eh? 

 

Austin St. John, 'Mighty Morphin Power Rangers' (1993-1994) 

 



 

A contract dispute led to the original Red Ranger parting ways with the show 

in its second season, but St. John — an experienced martial artist — couldn't 

keep away for long. He returned to the series in 1996 for Power Rangers 

Zeo and starred in Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie. St. John left Hollywood 

soon thereafter, but it turns out the former actor liked wearing red — he now 

works as an EMT and firefighter in Washington, D.C. 

 

Jason David Frank, 'Mighty Morphin Power Rangers' (1993-1996) 

 
 

Having played every color Ranger in almost every Power Rangers series 

throughout his career, it's no wonder Frank was inducted in World Karate 

Union Hall of Fame in 2003. But, following turns in shows like Power 

Rangers Zeo and Power Rangers Turbo, Frank also began a career as a 

competitive mixed martial artist. There was, apparently, a softer side to 

Frank, though — in the mid-'90s, he also starred in several episodes of Sweet 

Valley High. 

 

 
 

Scarlett Pomers, 'Voyager' (1998-2001) 

Pomers might have broken out with her role as young Naomi Wildman 

on Star Trek: Voyager, but she shot to stardom with as a regular on Reba. 



After experiencing success at a young age, however, Pomers found herself 

following a path familiar to many child stars — the actress checked into 

treatment for anorexia nervosa in 2006.  

 

After completing the program, Pomers jumpstarted a career in music — 

forming the band SCARLETT — and aimed to help similarly troubled youth 

by becoming an ambassador for the National Eating Disorders Association. 

 

Justin Lee, 'Arrested Development' (2004-2006) 

 
 

We first said "Annyong" to Lee in 2004, when the actor joined the critically 

acclaimed Arrested Development as Lucille's adopted Korean son. Since 

then, ABC Family fans might have spotted him in a recurring role on 10 

Things I Hate About You. And, of course, prepare to say "Annoying" to Lee 

when he returns to Season 4 of Arrested Development. 

 

 

Michael Fishman, 'Roseanne' (1988-1997) 

 

 
 

After finishing his run as D.J. on Roseanne, Fishman got a taste of normalcy 

when he returned to the Orange County High School of the Arts. But the 

acting bug began itching again, leading Fishman to re-team with his famous 

co-star on The Roseanne Show, on which he served as producer and sidekick 



for two years. Despite a role in A.I. Artificial Intelligence, Fishman has 

largely stepped away from the industry, though he continues to write and act. 

PLUS, he’s raising his two children. 

 

Hana Hatae, 'Star Trek: Deep Space Nine' (1993-1999) 

 
 

Hatae's career as an actress might have ended following her stint as Molly 

O'Brien on Deep Space Nine. But she returned to television one last time in 

2010 as a hostess and waitress for her family's Japanese restaurant, which 

was featured on Kitchen Nightmares. Where she is now is a mystery. Blame 

Gordon Ramsay? 

 

Jenna von Oy, 'Blossom' (1990-1995) 

 
 

von Oy tried the simple life after playing six for five years but dropped out of 

the University of Southern California after two years to return to acting. 

Following a long stint on The Parkers, von Oy jumpstarted a career in 

country music, releasing her first album in 2007. Though her music career 

never quite blossomed, her personal life did — von Oy and husband Brad 

Bratcher welcomed a daughter in 2012. 

 

Jeremy Jackson, 'Baywatch' (1991-1999) 



 
 

It seems Jackson, who starred as Hobie on the lifeguard-centric series, could 

have used a lifesaver of his own. After leaving Baywatch due to a struggle 

with drugs, Jackson was arrested for drug possession, which quickly 

inspired him to clean up. That is, until he joined Celebrity Rehab with Dr. 

Drew in 2011 for a steroid addiction.  

 

 

Marla Sokoloff, 'Full House' (1993-1995) 

 
 

Stephanie Tanner's troubled friend Gia's life sure turned around 

following Full House. The actress starred in films like Dude, Where's My 

Car? and Sugar & Spice, and later scored a regular role on The Practice. 

Though Sokoloff still gets steady work in Hollywood, she has stayed out of 

the limelight — until ex-boyfriend James Franco told Howard Stern earlier 

this year the duo made a sex tape together as teens. 

 

Nate Richert, 'Sabrina, the Teenage Witch' (1996-2003) 



 
 

Though it seems no amount of magic could return Richert to television — the 

actor left the industry shortly after finishing Sabrina — fans can see him on 

the road, where he performs original music. In fact, the former actor released 

his debut solo album just this January. That's right — Harvey's a musician, 

making it that much easier to fall under his spell again. 

 

Olivia D'Abo, 'The Wonder Years' (1988-1993) 

 
 

D'Abo's on-screen alter-ego, Karen Arnold, might have been rebellious, but 

the actress' career has been quite grounded since Wonder Years wrapped. 

D'Abo has had roles in Wayne's World 2 and Law & Order: Criminal Intent 

and developed a respectable voice career with parts in projects like Star 

Wars: The Clone Wars. And she's romanced some big names along the way 

— D'Abo, who has also released an album was formerly engaged to both 

Thomas Jane and Julian Lennon. 

 

Josh Saviano, 'The Wonder Years' (1988-1993) 



 
 

Seems life does imitate art. Shortly after Wonder Years fans learned Paul 

Pfeiffer attended Harvard, Saviano also enrolled in an Ivy league institution, 

Yale. But while Saviano disappeared from Hollywood, he certainly didn't 

disappear from gossip — for years, rumors circulated that Saviano was 

actually rocker Marilyn Manson. But the former actor definitely isn't living 

the rock-and-roll lifestyle. Currently, Saviano works as a partner for law firm 

Morrison Cohen. 

 

Josh Server, 'All That' (1994-2005) 

 
 

It's no wonder Server is All That longest-running cast member. The actor 

simply couldn't keep away from Nickelodeon. After finishing his long stint on 

the sketch comedy series, Server appeared on shows like Alex Mack, Figure It 

Out, Kenan & Kel, and The Amanda Show.  

 

Server's career has slowed down in recent years, but the industry should keep 

an ear out for the artist formerly known as Earboy, who is currently 

auditioning for roles. (And, based on his good looks, keep an eye out too!) 

 

Lori Beth Denberg, 'All That' (1994-1998) 



 
 

Ready for some vital information about All That's "Vital Information" star? 

The actress, who enjoyed a long stint on The Steve Harvey Show after out-

growing Nickelodeon, recently appeared on a Workaholics episode, despite 

quitting acting in the mid-2000s. Why did she decide to leave Hollywood? 

According to Denberg herself at a 2011 All That reunion, the then-35-year-

old actress said she was "living out her old age." 

 

Benjamin Salisbury, 'The Nanny' (1993-1999) 

 

 
 

Turns out Brighton Sheffield was indeed bright — Salisbury graduated from 

American University with a degree in Broadcast Journalism following his 

time on television. But despite a small role in a Numb3ers episode and a 

Domino's Pizza commercial, Salisbury had only a few projects on his plate. 

Unless you count family — Salisbury welcomed his second child with wife 

Kelly Murkey in 2013. 

 

 

Brice Beckham, 'Mr. Belvedere' (1985-1990) 



 
 

Surprisingly, Beckham, who found fame as the incorrigible young Wesley on 

the ABC series, didn't score his next regular role until 2007, when he starred 

in Vh1's short-lived I Hate My 30's. But Beckham, who is a member of the 

Namaste theater group in L.A.,  

 

Taran Noah Smith, 'Home Improvement' (1991-1999) 

 
 

Seems Home Improvement led Smith — who played Mark on the series — to 

mature quickly. After wrapping the series, Smith left acting, accused his 

parents of mishandling his $1.5 million trust fund, and married Heidi Van 

Pelt, a woman who was 16 years his senior, at just 17 years old.  

 

But Smith, who has since divorced, proved he was still a bit too young at 

heart — the actor was arrested for allegedly driving under the influence and 

possession of marijuana in 2012. 

 

Peter Costa, 'The Cosby Show' (1985-1989) 

 



 

Costa was a beloved member of the hit '80s series as Rudy's silent friend 

Peter. But Costa is certainly making noise now — after leaving Hollywood 

shortly after his run on The Cosby Show, Costa jumpstarted a career in 

music. Currently, Costa plays for Torrential Downpour, PT Grimm, and 

Kreptatka Bar Band. 

 

Andrea Barber, 'Full House' (1987-1995) 

 
 

Surprisingly, the actress also known as the flighty Kimmy Gibbler was 

already a seasoned actress by the time, she joined Full House, having starred 

in Days of Our Lives for four years in the early '80s.  

 

But even more surprising was the fact that Barber cut her days as an actress 

short following her time with the Tanners — the actress, who now plays mom 

to two children, retired following the show's wrap in order to focus on her 

personal life, graduating from Whittier College with an English degree. 

 

Staci Keanan, 'My Two Dads' (1987-1990) 

 
 

The actress who played Carol's oldest daughter, Dana, would most likely be 

game for a Step by Step reunion. After all, the actress already reteamed with 

Duffy and Christine Lakin in You Again. But the 2010 comedy wasn't her 

only turn on the big screen — Keanan, who guest starred in various series 



like Diagnosis: Murder in the late '90s — turned her attention to film 

after Step By Step's run was complete. Among the projects on her resume: 

2009's Sarah's Choice, 2010'S Holyman Undercover, and her most recent 

project, 2010's Death and Cremation. Could a Step by Step reunion revive 

her career again? 

 

Kellie Shanygne Williams, 'Family Matters' (1989-1998) 

 
 

After Williams' post-Laura Winslow project, What About Joan failed to 

attract TV audiences, the actress stepped away from the small screen, 

heading to Washington, D.C., to start a youth arts program called the Kellie 

Williams Program.  

 

Turns out, Williams' philanthropy was dramatic enough — in 2012, it was 

suspected the Kellie Williams Program might have helped former 

Washington D.C. councilman Harry Thomas Jr., in a scheme to steal money 

from the city.  Thomas is currently serving a 38-month sentence, but it 

remains unclear whether Williams was involved. 

 

Kel Mitchell, 'Kenan & Kel' (1996-2000) 

 

 
 

Mitchell found promise as a young comedian after teaming with All That co-

star Kenan Thompson in Kenan & Kel, and, on the big screen, Good Burger. 

But the duo split soon after Kenan & Kel's wrap, and even competed against 

one another while auditioning for SNL.  

 



Thompson won the role, while Mitchell began a rapping career. (He even 

starred in Kanye West's video for "All Falls Down.") Mitchell has, however, 

returned to his acting roots, writing and starring in Dance Fu and lending his 

voice to several TV series. 

 

Steven Anthony Lawrence, 'Even Stevens' (2001-2003) 

 
 

Beans has sprouted into a young man since his days on the Disney Channel 

hit, scoring roles in Kicking & Screaming and, more recently, on an episode 

of Weeds. Though he has yet to find a part as beloved as Beans, Lawrence has 

found a lucrative career starring in commercials for companies like Old Spice 

and T-Mobile. 

 

Trevor Einhorn, 'Frasier' (1996-2003) 

 
 

The actor who portrayed Frasier and Lilith's son Frederick certainly isn't 

hearing the blues a-callin' these days. Einhorn followed up his long run on 

the NBC sitcom with a role in Joan of Arcadia and Sons & Daughters before 

locking in his most recent role: Mathis on Mad Men. No doubt TV will be 

calling' him again. 

 

Blake and Dylan Tuomy-Wilhoit, 'Full House' (1992-1995) 

 



 
 

Unlike their on-screen cousins Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen (and their real-

life cousin, My So-Called Life's Lisa Wilhoit), the Tuomy-Wilhoit twins — 

who played Nicky and Alex Katsopolis — disappeared from Hollywood as 

quickly as the mullet. Now, after leaving the industry post-Full House to live 

a normal life, you can find the California-born twins on Twitter, where they 

often answer questions about their '90s-era fame. 

 

Brian Bonsall, 'Family Ties' (1986-1989) 

 
 

You might also know Bonsall as Andy from Family Ties. Or you might know 

him from police reports — after Bonsall left Hollywood in 1995, the actor-

turned-punk musician found himself in police custody for a DUI, assault, and 

possession of marijuana, among other charges. Most recently, Bonsall was 

serving two years' probation for a third-degree assault charge. 

 

Michael C. Maronna, 'The Adventures of Pete & Pete' (1993-1996) 

 
 



The actor also known as Big Pete couldn't quite replicate Pete & Pete's big 

success but managed to nab small parts in films like Slackers and 40 Days 

and 40 Nights, and even scored a role in a series of Ameritrade ads. 

 

  



Conclusion – Below. . . Another Book About Hollywood! 

First, thank you for ordering and reading my eBook. It means a lot to me.  If 

you enjoyed it, then please leave a positive review. OK? That would also mean 

a lot to me.       

Below is another eBook you will enjoy. I promise! It is jam-packed full of 

shocking details of the Hollywood stars.  If you’re disgusted by what you read, 

then you will not be alone. “You’ll not look at your favorite celebrities 

the same way again.”  Go for it. Order it now. You’ll be glad you did. 

 

 

 

 

https://amazon.com/dp/B07XKVSFGN
http://amazon.com/dp/B08CD7KCZQ
http://amazon.com/dp/B07B65Q381%20%20Satanic%20Pedophiles%20Exposed
http://amazon.com/dp/B07ZBMWVB3

